2015 focus

Energy solutions:
Global solar PV projects

OCI is committed to helping utilities and businesses around the globe harness the power
of the sun efficiently and effectively. By collaborating with top-tier partners across
the solar PV value chain, we are delivering comprehensive energy solutions that will
make solar power an even more valuable part of tomorrow’s sustainable energy mix.
In 2011, OCI entered the energy
solutions market in order to diversify
its business portfolio and lay the
groundwork for the stable, longterm returns essential to sustainable
growth. As a global top-tier player
in solar-grade polysilicon production
since 2008, solar PV generation
was a natural next step for our
company. Our understanding of the
solar power upstream has provided
us with a unique understanding of
downstream markets. Today, we
have projects either in operation or
in development in four key markets:
the USA, China, Mexico, and India.

Alamo project update
In 2011, OCI Solar Power was launched
in the United States to establish a
foothold for our solar PV development
business in one of the world’s
largest renewable energy markets.
The following year, a 25-year power
purchase agreement (PPA), dubbed
the Alamo Project, was signed with
San Antonio, Texas-based CPS
Energy, the largest municipally-owned
electric and gas utility in the USA.
Since then, we have taken the lead in
organizing and building a Texas-based
supply chain that locally produces key
solar PV system components including
solar modules, trackers, and inverters.
We have also established partnerships
with local authorities and construction
firms to ensure projects move quickly
and efficiently from the development
phase through construction. Our efforts
have resulted in benefits beyond those
typically associated with clean energy
by providing a meaningful, positive
95 MW Alamo 5, Texas, USA

impact on the San Antonio economy
through the creation of more than 750
jobs. In addition, a highly-competitive
industrial base has been established
that will support future solar projects
in Texas and the broader North
American and Latin American markets.
The Alamo Project consists of seven
phases and has followed an aggressive
development timeline. Within two
years of signing the PPA with CPS
Energy, the Alamo 1, 2, and 4 projects
were complete and now produce a
combined 84.7 MW of power. In 2015,
development of the Alamo 3, 5, 6, and
7 projects moved forward according
to schedule. As a testament to our
success on the Alamo Project thus
far, an additional 50 MW solar PV
contract, Project Pearl, was secured
in October as part of our ongoing
collaboration with CPS Energy.
True to our commitment to CPS, we are
particularly proud that Alamo 3, Alamo
5, and subsequent projects utilize
components manufactured in the San
Antonio, Texas area. The components
include solar modules and trackers
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from subsidiaries Mission Solar Energy
and Sun Action Trackers, respectively.
Mission Solar Energy completed the
second phase of its plant in 2015,
boosting annual module production
capacity from 100 MW to 200 MW in
order to meet the demand of the Alamo
Projects and support future projects.
Financial optimization is a primary
objective of OCI Solar Power. We retain
ownership of developed projects if they
meet required revenue thresholds in
consideration of corporate cash flow
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levels, or, if they build on strategic
relationships. The Alamo 1, 2, and 6
projects are examples of projects that
we have developed, own, and operate.
In most cases, we seek to finance or
build-to-sell projects in order to fully
leverage our assets. We have utilized
this model on the Alamo 3, 5, and
7 projects, which have been sold to
ConEdison Development. Likewise, we
have retained an 80% interest in the
Alamo 4 project with the remaining
shares also sold to ConEdison
Development. In total, by the end of
2016 we will have developed 457 MW
of solar PV, including 163 MW that
we continue to own and operate.
39.2 MW Alamo 1, Texas, USA

Interview:
OCI’s growing energy solutions business
is increasingly global. We asked OCI
Solar Power President SeogHwan Yoon
to share his thoughts on profitability,
new markets, and what comes next.

divestitures in 2015 that have yielded cash
to support our development pipeline.
Capital optimization remains a priority.
We need flexibility in terms of how and
when to deploy cash. This is a capitalintensive industry and we need to find
and utilize every available financial tool
to ensure our success. We have a strong
team and we are leveraging our resources.
Q. What can we expect from OCI’s energy
solutions business going forward?

SeogHwan Yoon
President, OCI Solar Power

Q. How is OCI’s energy solutions business
doing in terms of profitability?
A. 2016 is going to be an exciting year for
our company, as we will be turning a corner
in terms of our profitability. The Alamo 6
project, coming online this year, is key to
our company becoming net cash positive.
In addition, we made several strategic
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A. Our cooperative relationships remain
key to our growth, and development in the
state of Texas remains a primary target for
us. Additionally, we are working closely
with our partner, Buenavista Renewables,
as we expand into the Mexican market.
In 2016, we will expand the Los Santos I
project to 20 MW and add another 20 MW
on the same site through power purchase
agreements signed with commercial and
industrial companies. We maintain an
active development pipeline in Mexico with
and through Buenavista Renewables.
We will follow a similar market entry
model as we move into the Central and
South American markets by working
with local companies to identify unique
opportunities that hedge major risk.

4.4 MW Alamo 2, Texas, USA

Solar PV projects
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2.6 MW Jiaxing solar plant, Zhejiang, China
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In 2015, we launched our first solar PV
projects in China and Mexico as we
set our sights on new opportunities
in those key emerging markets
as well as in India and Africa.

Buenavista Renewables. The project,
which will serve Leoni Cable and La
Salle University in Chihuahua, Mexico, is
the largest utility-scale solar PV project
in that market to date. The Los Santos
I project includes favorable financing
terms for 83% of the total project
investment cost and US dollar-based
power purchase agreements (PPAs).

As the Alamo Project passed the
midpoint toward completion in 2015,
we stepped up our development efforts
to focus on projects in the broader
Americas. In August, OCI Solar Power
secured our first project in the Mexican
solar market by purchasing an option for
100% equity in the 13.6 MW Los Santos
I project with our development partner,

OCI also made its debut in the Chinese
market in 2015, either completing or
launching five distributed generation
projects totaling over 25 MW. These
included the Xiuzhou 1 and 2 projects
(2.6 MW, 2.3 MW) in Zhejiang, the
Hongze project (10.1 MW) in Jiangsu,
the Wuxi project (4.0 MW) in Jiangsu,
and the Yantai project (5.5 MW) in

Interview:

in 2015, installing 22 MW and securing
a 100+ MW pipeline going into 2016.

China & Global markets

Pranab Kumar Sarmah
Chief Investment Officer, OCI Global

Q. OCI now has solar projects
underway in a number of markets
outside the USA. Can you comment
on your global solar strategy?
A. In 2015, we began to see the early
results of our hard work over the past few
years to enter key global markets. While
our focus in the USA has been on utilityscale projects, what we have found is
that in China, India, and other emerging
markets, the safest and most-profitable
opportunities are in the distributed
generation or rooftop market. That insight
enabled us to enter the Chinese market
24
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Just as we took our time to do our
homework on the China solar PV market,
we are now doing the same in India. We
are exploring partnerships with local EPC
and O&M companies to bid on projects
as we set our sights on winning projects
totaling up to 500 MW over the next
three years. While many competitors
in emerging markets are focusing on
driving volume with unsustainable
pricing, we are focusing on project
quality and sustainability as we aim to be
a mainstream player over the long-term.
Q. What can we expect
from OCI’s energy solutions
business going forward?
A. For OCI Global, we believe that
there are tremendous opportunities
for growth in China, India, and, in time,
Africa. As 2016 gets underway, we have
set up holding companies OCI Solar
China in Jiaxing and OCI Solar India in
Delhi to accelerate our momentum in
those markets. Overall, our strategy and
structure are now firmly in place. We are
now focused on getting the execution
right as we hope to have 1 GW of quality
assets under management by 2018.

Shandong. A number of these projects
are part of larger agreements that give
us a substantial pipeline in China going
forward. For example, the Xiuzhou
projects are the first two phases of
a larger 20 MW project. Similarly,
the Bridgestone project is the first
project related to a 200 MW solar PV
memorandum of understanding signed
in January 2014 with the city of Wuxi.
Beyond the markets mentioned above,
we continue to explore opportunities
in India and Africa. India, in particular,
is a fast-emerging market that is
expected to rank #4 globally in solar
PV installations in 2016. We are also
exploring strategic opportunities
for manufacturing and independent
power production across Africa.

A bright outlook

December 2015, the 30% Investment
Tax Credit (ITC) was extended for
3 years through 2019. Thereafter
it will decline to 10% in 2022 and
it is expected to continue to drive
demand and keep the USA at the
#2 ranking for the next few years.

reality today, and significant growth
potential. The Mexican government
is targeting an installed solar PV
base of 6 GW by 2020. Less than
4% of that goal is online today.

India is another emerging market
that is poised to join the ranks of the
world’s top solar PV markets. This
fast-growing market is projected to
surpass EU leaders Germany and
France in installations in 2016 to
take the #4 position with 3.6 GW.
While not a major global market yet,
Mexico has excellent solar resources,
energy prices that make grid parity a

10 MW Hongze solar PV plant

Headed into 2016, we now have a
growing presence in three of the four
major markets that are expected to
lead the global solar PV industry in
installations in the coming year and
beyond. Globally, the market is projected
to grow 15%~20% annually for the
remainder of the decade, which bodes
well for the entire solar PV supply chain.
China continues to far outpace the rest
of the world in solar PV installations,
adding more than 15 GW in 2015 as
the government actively promotes
renewable energy to address serious
environmental problems as well as to
meet the growing demand for power.
China’s installed solar PV generation
base is forecast to more than double
from 33 GW to 70 GW between 2014
and 2017, with 5 GW of distributed
generation capacity being added for
every 1 GW of new utility capacity.
The USA, which expanded its solar
footprint by 7.3 GW in 2015, is expected
to surpass Japan to take the global
#2 position behind China in 2016. In

OCI strengths

Competitive pricing
Our leadership in polysilicon
and strategic partnerships
across the solar PV value
chain enable us to achieve
higher efficiency and
competitive pricing.
Ground presence
We have a presence in the
United States, China, Mexico,
and India, representing three
of the four top global markets
for solar PV power.
Technical capabilities
We are developing energy
storage and management
solutions to make solar
PV even more flexible and
competitive.
Financing capabilities
We have established
connections with lenders to
secure financing on favorable
terms for our projects.

While most solar PV distributed generation projects are installed on rooftops, our 10.1 MW
Hongze project in China’s Jiangsu Province was installed in ponds at a crab farm. This
unique installation demonstrates how creative siting can open up new installation potential
in conjunction with land-intensive facilities such as aquaculture and water treatment.
Another unique aspect of the project is that it is actually
a hybrid plant that combines a 6 MW distributed
generation plant and a 4.1 MW utility plant.

Monetizing capabilities
We are preparing to set up
vehicles to monetize our
growing global portfolio
of solar PV assets, which is
projected to reach 1 GW
in 2018.
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